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understanding famine in the concept of “subsist‐
ence citizenship,” which reveals “how the everyday
project of subsistence shapes rural people’s en‐
gagement with the state, with contemporary
democratic structures, and processes, and with
each other” (p. xii). Rather than focus on the sala‐
cious elements of famine that fill news reports and
appeals for humanitarian donations, Phillips stud‐
ies how a small community of two thousand
people responded to drought in 2005-6, crop failure,
the paltry and slow government aid, the sudden
absence of international aid, and the internal
crisis of the most impoverished needing help when
everyone else was suffering. In rural Singida, the

After the introduction, the book is broken into
three subsections with two chapters each, and
closes with a brief conclusion. In the first section,
chapter 1 provides helpful ethnographic details.
Phillips helps the reader to settle into the space by
introducing the Langilanga village, the Nyaturu
ethnic group, and some elements of their language,
and notes that Nyaturu have converted to various
sects of Christianity and Islam, with some durable
pre-Abrahamic practices. The reader meets Ny‐
aConstantino, whose widowhood and dependency
on her sons and daughters-in-law introduce the ag‐
ricultural and social cycles that underpin life in
rural Singida. Like their neighbors, NyaCon‐
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Section 2 begins with chapter 3, where Phillips

during this period, the terms of the political con‐

takes the reader deep into village life and the com‐

tract between rural Singidans and their govern‐

plexities of social entanglements, object meanings,

ment ... were set askew” (p. 131). The crisis between

and the value placed on food. In an already the‐

community and state exacerbated an already

ory-rich book, Phillips takes the reader on a tour-

acute agricultural crisis as hungry

de-force discussion of several key works that

strained under demands for labor and monetary

scholars rely on to analyze food insecurity and

contributions. “Subsistence citizenship” creates

meaning.[1] She notes that food is “central to

spaces for new political discourses, particularly

grasping the significance of its uneven distribu‐

around concepts of development and contribu‐

tion, its meaning as it travels from hand to hand,

tions from the community. Through these negoti‐

its ability to be contested and diverted in unanti‐

ations, chapter 6 introduces the 2010 newly elected

cipated ways, and the experience of its dearth at

local member of Parliament, Tundu Lissu, who

certain times for certain people” (p. 84). Food is

overturned decades of one-party dominance in

commodity, social good, and resource; for in‐

the community and effectively rescinded the

stance, “grains are stored out of sight in adult wo‐
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men’s sleeping quarters. Women are charged with
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These changes opened up further dialogue about

to discharge social obligations through feeding and

corruption within the state, also couched in terms

brewing,” with an eye to seed saving for the next

of hunger and eating.

agricultural cycle (p. 91). Only once the reader un‐
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Phillips concludes by reminding the reader

derstands these multiple meanings behind food

that the “banality of hunger and the everyday pro‐

does Phillips take the reader into chapter 4 and the

ject of meeting basic needs” is a complex puzzle

realities of rural hunger. This is nuanced work and

that cannot be oversimplified by blaming those

artfully developed because the idea of hunger is
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who are hungry (p. 179). To that end, “subsistence
citizenship” offers new modalities to understand
rural practice, governmental inefficiencies, and
the notion that “the rightful share is not an equal
share” (p. 180).
An Ethnography of Hunger offers new insights
and perspectives about rural hunger, agricultural
practice, community relationships, and political
entanglements that are suggestive for a future
where climate change will create more frequent
cycles of dearth. This is truly a humane work,
where the author’s experience is visible and she is
self-aware of her limitations. It is the rare book on
hunger in Africa that offers something new, but
Phillips has achieved that through her meticulous
attention to the details of her interlocutors’ lives
and thoughtful theoretical analysis to understand
the extant literature while building her own theory.
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